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Abstract 

Implementation of tracking codes on a parallel SIMD/SPhlD con- 
puter is described. Performances obtained with both parallPlisatior; 
schemes are discussed and comparison is made with corresponding 
figures given by a VAX run. Attempt is made to draw some general 
conclusions concerning utilisation of parallel computers for arcrlcra- 
tor calculations. 

1 Introduction 

Tracking codes have been used for many years for accelerator 
design and study. Their efficienry is mainly determined by the likr- 
lihood one could attribute to thP calculated results on the basis of 
comparison made with observations at disposal. The operational flex- 
ibility is also an important factor, intimately bound to the available 
computing power. The use of parallel computers could allow signifi- 
cant reduction of execution time of existing codes by incrrasing thr 
available processing power, and could extend the field of applications 
by improving tht- simulation of physical processes and 1h(l oper;itiori;~l 
condltiolls. 

Parallel computers are represented by a broad class of sy.stcynl> 
esploitirrc: the parallelism in prowssing as the wry central implfrriew 
tation feature. The amount of operated confurrcwry could vary from 
a large fraction of code in intrisirally parallel codes to a sequc~nrc~ (71 
instructions when only vectorisation could be worked out. The con- 
puting efftciency is closely related to the matching one could achic,vr’ 
between architecture and the simulated physical process. In the work 
reported hereafter, two particular examples of tracking codes are cow 
sidered, in order to illustrate how the performances of a parallrl COIW 

puter can be influenced by the architecture. They correspond to two 
types of approaches onp has to adopt for implementation of parti- 
cles tracking codes. Either the code can be considered as intrisically 
parallel and an SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) schrme with 
network controlled data stream is used. or only a time consuming DO 
loop is identified and the SPMD or SIMD (Single Instruction Multi- 
ple Data) scheme is worked out. The first case is illustrated by tlic 
simulation of coherent bearn-beam interaction on SSC[I]. the second 
by a PATRICIA simulation of an early FSKf’ lattii-ry[‘L]. 

2 Description of the utilised computer 

The reported results were obtained with OI’SILA, a prototype 
computer dtvelopped by LASSY (Universiti de Nice, Francr) and 
SINTRA/XLCATEI, under DGA/DRF,T contract [3,.1]. 

The olwall structure of OPSILA corresponds to a classical Slhl I) 
srhwne ‘fig.11. It can 1~ divided into Ihrw main parti: 

~ 16 mupIes of II~VIIIOT~ bank (hIR) and prowssiug ~~l(~mc~r~ts 
(I’E). Each I’l: has all thr funrtionalilirs of a sequwlinl 
proc’<wc,r (i.e. own iwtrllction ~lwi)tlrr and wqu(wcer:l. 

the data are provided by its associated bank or by the 
interconnection network (IN). 

- the interconnection Benes network with an associated COIP 

troller unscrambles vectorial data before processing and 
realizes data exchange between I’F,i. 

- the central control unit is composed of two procehsors: t hc 
scalar processor (SP) and the rector instruction prorewor 
(II’). The SP fetches instructions in the scalar mrrn<>ry 
(SILT), executes the scalar instruction and sends to 11’ a 
description of the vector code sections contained in S?il. 
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I,‘igure 1: OPSILA block &gram 

Though its computing power is rather low (5hIips,5OOkHops). due 
to the technology which allows only 500 ns clock interval. its archi- 
tecture enables efficient exploitation of different kinds of parallelism 
usable for numerical algorithms. Two operating modes are provided: 

- synchronouh anode (SIhID): the machine acts like, a n~ouc- 
processor operating upon vectors. 

- asynchronous mode (SPMD): thr machine configuratiun is 
a set of 16 rornpletely independent proresscirs. 

‘l’he computing set up is completed by a micro VAX used as a 
frontal wmputer. 

The implemented software comprises an assembler and a high 
level compiled programing language HELLENA matched to OI’SIL:2 
architrcture[5]. The software appears as rather poor if experimental 
high energy physics applications are considered, it is sufficient for 
calculations requiring only elementary mathematical functions as il 
is the case for the reported work[6]. 

3 Tracking code implementation 

Tracking codes perform simulation of particles motion in accrl- 
cratorh. They operate by transfornling vectors, describing particlrs 
dynamics, conforming to the repeatrd action of electromagnetic forrcs 
localised in the dlffcrent elements composing the machine They pro- 
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On figure 2 the results concerning the parallelisation efficiency are 
brought together The data for code running were provided by an 
early lattice of the ESRF project. 

duce numerical values for phase space portraits from which charac- 
teristics of in\restigated acrelerator structures are deduced. 

Tracking codes parallclisation take advantage on the following two 
features: 

- calculations are carried out on vectors 

- repeated rx~rulion of the same computing patterns 

Either the first characteristic is rxploitcd and a SIhlD parall~~li- 
sation is worked out or the second and a SP!JD parallelisation has 
to be achieved. In fact the choice is rather subtle if optimal per- 
formances are sought. The parallelisation efficiency results from an 
interplay between the computer (a set of 16 processors in the case of 
OPSILA), code and data structure. 

3.1 Coherent beam-beam effect simulation 

The parallelisation potential of OPSILA has been examined 
through the implementation of a code written by .4. Chao and hl. 
Furmanjl]. This code calculates, for the particular case of the SSC, 
the perturbation produced by successive beam-beam frontal and long 
range interaction in the linear approximation for the electromagnetic 
forces and examines its influence on the stability of one-dimensional 
betatron oscillation of rigid beams. It was considered rr$ intrinsirallg 
parallel and an SPMD parallelisation scheme with network control 
has been worked out. 

A rather simple application was considered for working out the 
parallclisation procedure. In the machine (the SSC), 8 bunches were 
assumed to circulate in each opposite direction, their time distribu- 
tion in the lattice allows 4 frontal collision points and 4 longe range 
collision points per turn. The original code was entirely redrafted. 
The implementation was based on the choice following which two 
processors wer,’ afflIcted to each collision point and the data stream 
ing ha.z worked out by the network. So eight processors handle the 
positron beam and the other eight the electron beam. They calculatr 
the perturbation on t IIP betatron motion resulting from beam-beam 
interaction and its transfer to thP next collision point. The data 
flow from one processor to the other one is reali$tsd by the network. 
for which an appropriate controlling sequence has been written and 
implemented as an operating primitive. Thus data fetching: known 
to be a time consuming operation, is eliminated. One could notice 
the similarity between the data flow from one processor to the other 
and the longitudinal motion of bunches from one collision point to 
another. 

Concerning the benchmarking a comparison of execution time was 
made with figures obtained on a VAX 785, a gain factor of 8 was 
reached. This figure has to be appreciated by taking into account 
that for othrr applications [6] OPS!I.A exhibits pprformancrs similar 
to that of a VAX 78S. 

3.2 PATRICIA implementation 

3.2.1 SIhlD processing mode 

PATRIC‘l;i, worldwide known chromaticity correction code, irn- 
plcmentatioll was achieved by partitioning the code in two parts[7]. 
One part represrntirrg about 90 p~-cent of the code and devoted 
to transfer matrices and particle amplitudr calculations was inipl+ 
mentcatl on I he frontal micro VAX. The second, the time consuming 
p;irl rt~pr~:senling tlic> rcanlaining 10 percent of the ridP and acom 
plishiug tht’ tracking W,I. c tIl?LI,ENA recoded for SIMD processing 
and in~tall~~d on Ol’SIl,,\. Al this I<~veI the code was sligthly motl- 
ifird so as to allow thr tracking of anq number of particles over a 
gi\~ln nun~brr of ma{ hin<a rrvolution. The possibility to exhibit the 
romput<,d itability domain waq also workrd out. 
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Figure 2: Unitary pmceasing lime vwsus the number of lmcked parficlea 

The efficiency is expressed by the inverse of the processing time 
per particle for 400 turns tracking a.s a function of the number of 
tracked particles. The plot displays the usual behaviour exhibiting 
an asymptotic value for the unitary processing time met for very long 
vectors (for 2048 tracked particles one has encountered 2.92 for the 
unitary processing time). An efficiency decrement is observed for 
vector dimensions not being equal to a multiple of 16> it is another 
obvious feature of SIMD parallelisation. 

F‘igures :$ and .1 represent two examples of output one haz 01). 
tained by tracking 2048 particles over 400 turns. One shows the 
stability domain for a given set of hexapolar corrections. the other is 
an example of a phase space plot. 

Figure 3: Phase space plot at 400 bna 

‘1‘111~ asymptolir unitary processing time could be compared to the 
X s obtainrd by running PATRICIA on a micro \/.4X. 
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Figure 4: Stabrlity domarn displayed in ihe zy plane VI term of rnulirpirs 
of beam dimensions (in the vertical din&on OILY has 80 and horizontal 100 
lime* 0 ) 

3.2.2 SPMD processing mode 

The SPMD parallelisation was worked out by HELLENA recoding 
the 10 percent portion of original’code implemented on OPSILA. 

Figure 5 represents the unitary processing time versus the number 
of tracked particles, the processing efficiency displays a monotonous 
growth toward an asymptote, no efficiency decrement is noticed as 
the number of tracked particles is increased. 
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Onfl notirrs that the two modes convrrgi’ to the snmr asymptntic 
\‘atiw and that for Iow.pr number of ~mr!irfcs !h !iI’hfI) p:lraliriiiatim 

is more efficient. This is explained by the fact that for the SlhlD 
mode the processing charge of the instruction processor g:cnrrating 

instrui‘tiou anti data adrc’ss0s is indq~c~ndc~nt cl*, 11~0 vector size. 

4 Conclusion 

‘Ihe reported results allow to draw thv fc~ll~wlng c:-xlc~lilsi!ln,: 

- Tracking codes performance> couid be significantly inI- 
proved by irnplerne~~tatio~~ on parallel computc,rs, gain fat- 
tars of one and even two orders of Inaqnitude could be fort,- 
seen. The choice of the parallelisation mode has to ~akr 
into account the computer and code structure ar.d rode 
implementation problems. 

- The architecture flexibility of OPSILA represents a real 
advantage when optimal performances are sought for dif- 
ferent operational conditions. The computing potential of 
OPSILA is important if one takes into account that the 
component microprocessors are more than 5 years old as 
are the utilised manufacturing methods. 

- The parallel architecture could rapidly provide consistent 
improvements in computing power and thus enable to work 

out more precise tracking codes based on a better descrip 
Lion of involved electromagnetic fields. 

Professor M.Froissart is gratefully aknowledged for help and sup- 
port. 
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